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Precision medicine
and chronic disease
By Simon Beaulah, SVP Healthcare, PrecisionLife
WHILE GENOMIC and precision medicine
approaches are transforming the treatment of
cancer and rare diseases, progress has been
unexpectedly slower in addressing chronic
diseases such as metabolic, neurodegenerative,
respiratory, neuropsychiatric, cardiovascular, and
immunological disorders. Chronic diseases, which
account for 85% of healthcare costs,1 still have
significant remaining pockets of unmet medical
need that cause significant reductions in quality of
life for patients, and high socioeconomic burdens.
To address these unmet needs and to improve
the ROI of pharmaceutical R&D, significant
investment in the drug development process
has been made to reduce late-stage clinical trial
risk. There has been notable progress in some
areas such as the 5Rs approach championed by
AstraZeneca.2 Nonetheless, Phase III clinical trials
still fail more often than they should, and about
60% of these failures are attributed to the inability
to demonstrate drug efficacy.3 This efficacy issue is
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likely due to a poor understanding of the influences
on the disease biology and the target’s mechanism
of action in relation to the patient subgroups
recruited in a clinical trial. Understanding these
influences is critical to bringing precision medicine
to chronic disease.
Why do these roadblocks to precision medicine
in chronic diseases persist when access to large
patient datasets is available, and new multi-omic
and single cell techniques abound? One answer is
in the complexity of the diseases in question and
our ability to understand the heterogeneity of their
underlying biology.
Chronic diseases are acknowledged to be
polygenic and heterogeneous, with an overlapping
spectrum of symptoms and patient subgroups
whose form of the disease may have a different
mechanistic etiology, severity, and therapy response.
Each subgroup of patients within a chronic disease
population (e.g., asthma or COPD) is defined by
the complex interplay of many genes, with multiple

relatively common genetic variants combining to
create unpredictable (non-linear) effects in each
patient’s presentation of the disease. These complex
interactions have so far proved difficult to analyze
and intractable to current analytical techniques.
The importance of these non-linear
combinatorial effects in chronic diseases contrasts
with cancer and rare diseases, which are more
often caused by smaller numbers of relatively
high-effect size mutations (often in protein coding
regions). These types of mutation are more readily
discoverable by current analytical methods such
as genome-wide association studies (GWAS),
which analyze one variant at a time to find those
overrepresented in a case:control population.

Understanding complex
disease mechanisms with
combinatorial analytics
The complex interactions of genomic, clinical,
and other factors in chronic disease means that
thejournalofprecisionmedicine.com

Figure 1: The PrecisionLife platform ingests genomic, phenotypic, clinical, and epidemiological data and generates combinatorial disease signatures that capture the
non‑linearity of biological effects and the impact they have on disease phenotypes. The resulting signatures are then annotated using public domain databases and
scientific literature based on the 5Rs approach to assess their suitability as drug targets. Such disease signatures provide strong, testable hypotheses for the mechanism
of action of novel targets, and inform and accelerate downstream in vitro and in vivo target validation studies.

“one factor at a time” analysis is not going to
uncover the insights needed for precision medicine.
At PrecisionLife (see INSET 1), we believe that
deciphering the complex combinatorial influences
on disease biology in relation to specific patient
subgroups is fundamental for successful precision
medicine strategies in chronic disease.
Our PrecisionLife® platform analyzes genomic,
multi-omic, phenotypic, epidemiological, and
environmental factors to perform a hypothesis-free,
high-resolution patient stratification to uncover
the complex disease mechanisms at work in
different patient subgroups. In contrast to standard
approaches, we can fully identify and quantify the
combinatorial effects of all disease-causing factors
in a particular subgroup and, thereby, create a series
of disease signatures.
This high-resolution stratification is built
on our proprietary mathematical framework,

which allows very large problem spaces (>10300)
to be traversed in a robust, reproducible, and
computationally efficient manner. This means
that for a particular disorder, such as non-T2
asthma, we can accurately stratify this complex
disease into multiple patient subgroups and reveal
differences in their associated genetic, mechanistic,
and environmental causes. This high-resolution
patient stratification is crucial to the ability to
deliver precision medicine for chronic disease.
It is fundamental to understanding why patients
exhibit different disease risks, severities/progression
rates, and therapy responses.
The resulting disease architecture maps provide
detailed insights that are used to identify potential
drug targets and stratification biomarkers, and
calculate combinatorial risk scores. For novel drug
discovery programs, these disease insights are then
prioritized using a computational equivalent of

INSET 1

About PrecisionLife
PrecisionLife’s unique combinatorial analytic platform generates deeper insights into the complex biology
of chronic diseases, driving the next wave of precision medicine applications and finding new treatment
opportunities for patients’ unmet medical needs. PrecisionLife partners with disease charities, clinical
research groups, CROs, best of breed technology providers, and pharma, biotech, and healthcare companies
to improve our knowledge of chronic disease biology. PrecisionLife operates an innovation engine
that translates proprietary disease biology insights into new drug discovery programs, more successful
and cost‑effective clinical trials, and more personalized clinical decision support tools. PrecisionLife is
headquartered near Oxford, UK, and has operations in Aalborg and Copenhagen, Denmark; Warsaw,
Poland; and Cambridge, MA, USA.
@journprecmed

the 5Rs approach to assess targets’ suitability for
different drug modalities (see Figure 1).

Comparing combinatorial analytics
with standard methods
Using combinatorial analysis, we can find
additional signal in patient datasets that is invisible
to existing GWAS and other genetic analysis
methods.4,5,6 This additional power is illustrated by
a meta-analysis of large-scale studies that have been
performed into the genetic factors underpinning
the disease susceptibility and severity of COVID-19
host response.
The effect of COVID-19 infection has surprised
many in the medical community – rather than a
pure viral infection and inflammasome/cytokine
response, the disease has had widespread effects
across a range of tissues,7,8 and often over a longer
timescale than a typical viral infection.
A GWAS involving 1,131 patients and 15,434
controls identified 11 loci associated with a high
risk of developing severe COVID-19 (see Table 1).
This was around the ABO blood group gene and
another locus on chromosome 3.9 This study was
then extended in a global effort that ran a GWAS
on genomic data from 13,641 severe disease
patients and over 2 million controls, identifying
15 genome-wide significant loci that are associated
with severe manifestations of COVID-19.10,11
Several months prior to the publication
of these studies, PrecisionLife had run and
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Table 1: Comparison of PrecisionLife combinatorial analytics using a UK Biobank COVID-19 cohort with
significantly larger private and academic dataset results.
*We would like to acknowledge the support of UnitedHealth Group and their members for providing us access to the clinical validation set.
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published a severe COVID-19 risk study
based on combinatorial analytics of UK
Biobank12 data, which at the time contained
just 725 severe COVID-19 positive patients
(who were hospitalized or died from the
disease). Controls were mild/asymptomatic
(non‑hospitalized) COVID-19 positive patients,
gender-matched in a 2:1 ratio of controls to cases.
Of the significant risk-associated single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) identified, 99% were
found in combinations with two or more other
SNP genotypes, and would therefore not have
been identified using standard GWAS techniques
(see Figure 2). All (100%) of the severe cases were
represented by the disease signatures found in this
study. We were subsequently able to cross-reference
these results with administrative claims, lab test
data, and clinical information in collaboration with
UnitedHealth Group (UHG) using de-identified
health records in the UHG COVID-19 Data Suite.13
Many novel targets were identified that are
involved in key severe COVID-19 pathology
and mechanisms, including production of
pro-inflammatory cytokines, endothelial cell
dysfunction, lipid droplets, neurodegeneration,
and viral susceptibility factors. Several of the novel
targets have also been subsequently validated in
collaborative studies into drug repurposing using
viral plaque assays and other disease models.14,15

Building a new R&D pipeline for
chronic disease

Figure 2: Disease architecture map of the severe COVID-19 patient population generated by the PrecisionLife
platform. Each circle represents a disease-associated SNP genotype, edges represent co-association in patients,
and colors represent distinct patient subpopulations.

Figure 3: PrecisionLife disease studies and current development stage covering drug development focus areas
and clinical decision support projects.
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Large-scale patient datasets in the Database
of Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP) and
UK Biobank provide a powerful substrate for
combinatorial analysis. In 2020, PrecisionLife
completed 17 disease studies uncovering over
70 distinct disease mechanisms of action, with
multiple innovative druggable targets across
dozens of clinically relevant patient subgroups
(see Figure 3). A range of therapeutic areas is
actively being studied, with a focus on respiratory,
neurodegenerative, and neuropsychiatric disorders.
The following case studies show different
aspects of the power of combinatorial analysis.
PrecisionLife’s analysis of non-T2 asthma is a
good example of patient subgroup stratification
and novel target discovery. The prediction of type
2 diabetes complications using a combinatorial
risk score is a great example of generating deeper
insights into a patient’s likely disease trajectory at
an earlier stage.
Exploring the difference between
T2 and non-T2 asthma
Asthma patients can be broadly categorized into
two molecular phenotypes: those with high type 2
T-helper cell expression (T2), and those with low
thejournalofprecisionmedicine.com

purinergic receptor activation, and glutamate
signaling) pathways. These findings clearly
demonstrate the differing biological drivers of T2
and non-T2 asthma, opening new options for novel
drug targets and therapies, and a means to address
the unmet medical need of non-T2 patients.
From population to personal
– type 2 diabetes complications
Diabetes and its related complications create
some of the most significant health and economic
burdens in developed and developing countries.
Healthcare expenditure attributed to diabetes
amounted to approximately $414 billion in 2017
in the US alone.16 Complications associated with
type 2 diabetes account for 80% of this spending,
leading to high levels of expensive additional
hospitalizations and more radical treatment
interventions (including dialysis and amputations)
as the disease progresses. These complications
are directly responsible for poor quality of life for
patients, with higher long-term social care costs
and mortality rates. They are also predisposing
features that can be associated with longer-term
debilitating conditions such as cardiovascular
disease and various forms of dementia.
To intervene effectively and avoid these

diabetes‑related complications requires us to
be able to predict, at the point of diagnosis, an
individual’s predisposition to a specific disease
trajectory. A typical approach would be to build a
polygenic risk score (PRS) based on the premise
that the effect of individual SNPs is independent
and additive. Allele frequency and effect size are
used to provide additional weighting, but the
effects of the SNPS are essentially added together
to provide a single score. As previously mentioned,
we believe that it is the non-linear combinations of
SNPs that are most associated with the phenotype,
disease risk, or therapy response in complex
diseases. Our approach generates combinatorial
disease signatures that capture the non-linear
effects of SNPs and other factors, and incorporates
them into a Combinatorial Risk Score (CRS).
To demonstrate this approach, PrecisionLife
analyzed a dataset from the UK Biobank,
comparing 2,900 cases with a variety of type 2
diabetes-associated complications against 5,800 of
the oldest gender-matched controls who had also
been diagnosed with diabetes and had similar BMI
measurements, but had not (yet) developed any
complications. Our analysis targeted the following
complications: renal failure, cardiovascular events,
ulcer/amputation, neuropathy, and blindness.

Figure 4: (A) Disease architecture diagram illustrating the major genes involved in T2 and non-T2 asthma, and (B) the very limited overlap of the pathway enrichment
results for T2 vs non-T2 asthma subgroups, showing clear segregation of T2 and non-T2 patients.
@journprecmed
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type 2 T-helper cell expression (non-T2). Asthma
patients with a T2 phenotype currently have a range
of targeted biologic treatment options available
to them. The population of non-T2 patients lacks
such precision therapies (i.e., drugs directed to
specific pathways and targets relating specifically
to their form of the disease) and often must rely on
conventional drugs for symptomatic relief (such as
bronchodilators and inhaled corticosteroids), which
do little to combat the underlying disease pathology.
To better understand the difference between the
two asthma types, we performed a comparative
study using a genotype dataset derived from UK
Biobank to compare populations of 7,094 T2
asthma patients and 15,071 non-T2 patients (see
Figure 4). The study identified clear differences in
metabolic pathways between the T2 and non-T2
asthma cohorts that hold significant potential for
better patient stratification, diagnosis biomarkers,
and new treatment options.
While most of the significant disease-associated
genes in the T2 cohort related to immune pathways
and interleukins characteristic of T2-driven allergic
asthma, many of the genes that were significant in
non-T2 asthmatic patients corresponded to other
metabolic (fatty acid synthesis and oxidation, LDL
oxidation) and neuronal (GABAergic transmission,
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We found significant genetic differences between
the two populations, indicating that there is a
subset of diabetic patients with additional genetic
features that predispose them to severe diabetes
and diabetes-related complications, independent
of lifestyle and environmental factors.
A CRS model using a mix of 20 genotype and
phenotype features was used to predict type 2
diabetes risk on a separate, blind dataset also
from a UK Biobank population. The model
produced Area Under the Curve (AUC) values of
0.80 and 0.83 for males and females, respectively.
In comparison, a similar study also carried out on
UK Biobank data17 observed an AUC of just 0.66
using 136,795 variants alongside BMI, age, and
sex. The CRS model can further stratify the type
2 diabetes population into five distinct clusters
based only on their genotypes, and associate these
with differentiated risks of developing specific type
2 diabetes-related complications (renal failure,
cardiovascular, neuropathy, etc.).
Identifying the potential of patients to suffer from
diabetes complications at the point of diagnosis
provides high-value insights into the most effective
means of managing the long-term care of a patient.
Being able to delay or prevent the most serious and
life-threatening complications has major implications
for reducing cost and risk, and, most importantly,
preserving the patient’s quality of life. In particular,
these insights can also be used to inform
development of targeted lifestyle and therapeutic
interventions to prevent the development of specific
complications. Lifestyle interventions could include,

for example, dietary advice to align a person’s genetic
makeup and current morbidities and medications
with their best food options.

Partnering for precision medicine
Identifying distinct chronic disease subpopulations
and delivering more targeted and effective
treatments for them are critical components to
meeting the unmet medical need affecting the
lives of millions of people. When we can clearly
understand the biological drivers in specific
subgroups, such as non-T2 asthma, we can
develop tightly focused treatments that improve
patient outcomes.
It will require dedicated work from drug
developers, public health systems, payers, and
providers collaborating to address this need.
It also requires the continued generous and
selfless support and engagement from the patients
themselves to participate in research studies.
Without them and their caregivers, none of this
work would be possible.
At PrecisionLife we are always looking for
partners to collaborate with around novel
patient datasets, to develop deeper insights
into patient populations to improve outcomes,
or to develop our novel drug targets and
biomarkers into the next generation of precision
medicines. Combinatorial analytics is an important
piece of the precision medicine “puzzle,” and we
look forward to working with many likeminded
groups to bring targeted approaches to
chronic disease. J PM
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